The genetic and demographic impact of European contact with Native Americans has remained unclear despite recent interest. Whereas archeological and historical records indicate that European contact resulted in widespread mortality from various sources, genetic studies have found little evidence of a recent contraction in Native American population size. In this study we use a large dataset including both ancient and contemporary mitochondrial DNA to construct a high-resolution portrait of the Holocene and late Pleistocene population size of indigenous Americans. Our reconstruction suggests that Native Americans suffered a significant, although transient, contraction in population size some 500 y before the present, during which female effective size was reduced by ∼50%. These results support analyses of historical records indicating that European colonization induced widespread mortality among indigenous Americans.
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Bayesian analysis | coalescent analysis | population genetics D espite considerable interest from both archaeologists and evolutionary geneticists, the demographic history of indigenous Americans remains contentious. One source of debate concerns the impact of European contact, where archaeological and genetic studies have painted contrasting stories. Both archaeological and historical records indicate that European contact and colonialism initiated a significant reduction in the indigenous population size through warfare, enslavement, societal disruption, and especially widespread epidemic disease (1) (2) (3) , although the magnitude of population decline remains in dispute (4, 5) . However, few genetic analyses have found evidence for a substantial population contraction during this period (but see refs. [6] [7] [8] , and several recent, relatively large-scale demographic reconstructions have found no signal of a significant decline (9) (10) (11) (12) . Thus, genetic studies appear at odds with historical evidence, and the demographic impact of European colonization on indigenous Americans has remained unclear.
Although historical evidence regarding population size during the 16th century is fragmentary, surviving personal and governmental accounts document substantial, if not catastrophic, declines during the period. For instance, working in Mexico, the Franciscan friar Fray Toribio de Benavente wrote that "At this time [Mexico] was extremely full of people, and when the smallpox began to attack the Indians it became so great a pestilence among them. . . that in most provinces more than half the population died." (13) Governmental taxation and tribute records have allowed for a more quantitative accounting in some areas. For instance, taxation records for 24 districts of Peru suggest that the taxable population size decreased by about 30% (from 466,748 to 324,895) between 1573 and 1602, although the region had previously endured two smallpox epidemics during 1546 and 1558 (3). Nonetheless, although historical records provide insights into demographic processes in specific regions, the overall extent of population decline remains in dispute. Some authors have suggested that the total Native American population size decreased by more than 90%, whereas others have argued that significant population losses were more localized and the magnitude of the reduction relatively modest (e.g., ref. 4) .
Genetic studies have the potential to inform the debate regarding the full extent of population losses. So far, demographic reconstructions have found little evidence for a recent reduction in population size, thus supporting the view that the impact of European colonization on Native Americans was relatively modest. For instance, Fagundes et al. (12) using Bayesian demographic reconstruction methods, found that population sizes have remained essentially constant for the last 15 ky, if not longer. Similarly, Mulligan et al. (10) found evidence for three distinct demographic epochs, but little evidence of a significant contraction coincident with European contact. Ho and Endicott (11), using an alternative calibration methodology, also found that population size has not significantly changed during the last several thousand years.
While genetic studies have suggested that the impact of European contact was minimal, recent increases in the amount of genetic data available, including high-quality, accurately dated ancient sequences, have significantly increased the potential resolution of demographic reconstructions. The use of ancient DNA in demographic inference is particularly beneficial for two reasons. First, the addition of ancient sequences increases the statistical power to infer sizes at deeper points in the genealogy, where resolution is likely to be low. Second, when ancient sequences are accurately dated, evolutionary rate can be estimated simultaneously with other model parameters, providing a method of molecular clock calibration that appropriately incorporates uncertainty in the evolutionary rate. In the absence of ancient DNA, calibration of the molecular clock requires use of an exogenously computed rate, a potentially error-prone procedure (11) .
Here, we use a dataset containing both ancient and contemporary mitochondrial sequences to reconstruct the demographic history of indigenous Americans. We use a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique to coestimate the ancestry of the sequences, the model of sequence evolution, and a time-dependent effective population size. Because our sequences are taken from multiple points in time our dataset is internally calibrated, and we estimate the full posterior distribution of evolutionary rate in a manner identical to other model parameters. We find that indigenous Americans experienced a significant contraction in population size some 500 years before the present This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. A.R.R. is a guest editor invited by the Editorial Board.
Data deposition: The sequence reported in this paper has been deposited in the GenBank database (accession nos. JF904865 and JF904866). (ypb), during which female effective size was reduced by ∼50%, thus suggesting that the impact of European colonization was both widespread and severe.
Results
Using the genealogy sampler BEAST to implement an extended Bayesian skyline plot (EBSP) analysis, our reconstruction delineates several distinct demographic epochs, including a significant and transient contraction in population size some 500 ypb (Fig.  1) . Although some uncertainty accompanies our reconstruction, the population size appears markedly reduced for several hundred years, although it has since returned to levels similar to those before the event. When all demographic functions sampled by the Markov chain are pooled, the mean inferred population sizes suggest a decrease in female effective size of roughly 50% from the predecline maximum some 5000 ypb to the population nadir roughly 500 ypb.
Although ancient DNA provides a powerful means of evolutionary clock calibration, the sampling of this parameter introduces additional uncertainty into reconstruction efforts, particularly when dated sequences span a short period relative to the full depth of the genealogy. This uncertainty can partially obscure demographic features, hence discarding calibration data may increase resolution in some cases, although information regarding the calendrical timing of events will be lost. Given that the majority of our ancient sequences have dates that are less than 10% of the total tree depth, the amount of uncertainty introduced by the rate estimation procedure for our dataset may be considerable. To assess the impact of this source of uncertainty and examine demographic properties in an uncalibrated context, we discarded all ancient sequences and performed another EBSP analysis (Fig. 2) . Whereas the general form of skyline plot appears similar to the calibrated analyses, the population size reduction is somewhat more pronounced. Additionally, the time (in substitutional units, subs.) at which the initial phase of population growth began is identified much more clearly.
To examine the severity of the bottleneck in a more quantitative fashion, we examined the ratio of the population size before the bottleneck (at 4000 ypb in the calibrated analysis, or 10 −4 subs. per site in the uncalibrated analysis) to the size at the nadir (500 ypb calibrated, 2 × 10 −5 subs. per site uncalibrated) for each demographic function sampled by the Markov chain. The densities of these ratios then reflect the relative probability that the bottleneck reduced the population size by a particular amount, with 1.0 representing the null hypothesis that no size reduction occurred. For both the calibrated and uncalibrated analyses, the distributions are strongly biased toward values less than one and 95% highest posterior density (HPD) intervals exclude 1.0 (0.015-0.954 calibrated, 0.003-0.843 uncalibrated) (Fig. 3) . As an additional check for statistical significance, we computed the fraction of states sampled by the chain in which the ratio was 1.0 or greater. For both analyses, this value was less than 0.05 (0.041 and 0.013 for the calibrated and uncalibrated analyses, respectively), indicating a significance at the α = 0.05 level.
The signature of the bottleneck is also apparent in the genealogical structure of the dataset. A majority-rule consensus genealogy constructed from the trees sampled by the Markov chain demonstrates a transiently increased rate of coalescence near the tips of the genealogy (Fig. 4) , particularly in haplogroups C and D. Because the rate at which lineages coalesce is inversely proportional to population size, the preponderance of coalescent events near the tips in these haplogroups suggests that the bottleneck affected haplogroups C and D disproportionately. However, the broad distribution of haplogroups in modern indigenous American populations complicates interpretation of this observation with regards to an area most affected by the population decline. Insight into the magnitude of the decline at local scales will likely involve direct comparison between preand postcontact populations, a task we leave to future investigations. Despite these early coalescences, the overall genealogical structure is similar to that found in other studies, with five well-defined clades corresponding to the major haplogroups A-D and X. Haplogroups have similar ages, with the mean value for the MRCA of each haplogroup occurring roughly 15 ky. Additionally, the ancient sequences appear relatively well mixed with contemporary samples, and with few exceptions ancient lineages do not form isolated or divergent clades.
The population contraction ended a long period of demographic stability that began ∼7-10 ka, following a period of rapid expansion that increased effective size nearly 100-fold. The time at which this period of expansion began remains somewhat uncertain, with the most likely dates ranging from 8 to 12 ka. Thus, whereas archeological data indicate a human presence as early as 14.5 ka at the Monte Verde site in southern South America (14, 15) and perhaps as early at 15.5 ka at the Debra L. Friedkin site in Texas (16), our analysis suggests that population densities remained low during this period, and may not have increased in earnest until after the disappearance of the Clovis complex. While statistical power to infer size is low deep in the genealogy, we find the initial number of New World founders to be on the order of several thousand (assuming a generation time of 25 y), a figure in agreement with some recent analyses (9-12), although larger than several others (17, 18) .
Discussion
Using a dataset combining both ancient and contemporary mtDNA, we have demonstrated that the effective size of the Native American population underwent a detectable, although transient, contraction some 500 ypb. Although some uncertainty exists, the inferred population size 500 ypb is ∼50% of the predecline maximum some 3000 y before present. Although our analysis contrasts with several recent studies of Native American demographic history, our results are consistent with historical records suggesting that epidemics, warfare, enslavement, and famines resulted in significant population declines among Native Americans during the 16th century. Additionally, the scale of the contraction suggests that the depopulation was not localized to particular regions or communities, and instead, was likely to have been widespread or to have had an especially severe impact on the most populous regions.
Although our reconstruction supports a relatively strong population decline, we cannot rule out the possibility that changes in population structure have influenced our analysis. For instance, if population size were inflated due to structure effects, and the arrival of Europeans induced a period of strong mixing that removed the structure-related bias, then a spurious signal of population size change may have been produced. Although we do not formally test this possibility, several lines of evidence suggest that structure did not play an important role. First, as noted above, examination of the consensus genealogy shows little evidence for increased coalescence rates among samples from the same physical location, (19) , contrary to the scenario above. Finally, as mentioned in the introduction, historical records corroborate the mortality-related crash hypothesis. Although our analysis does not directly address the arrival time of humans into the New World, it does indicate that population size remained low for a period somewhat longer than other studies have found (9-12, 20, 21) . These earlier studies have argued that rapid population growth may have begun shortly after the last glacial maximum (LGM, ∼20 kya), leading to high population densities significantly predating Clovis, perhaps as early at 16 kya (12). However, little archaeological evidence supports a significant human presence before 15 kya. In contrast, our reconstruction indicates that population densities most likely did not significantly increase until well after the arrival to the New World, suggesting that factors other than access to new territory promoted population growth. Our analysis is therefore consistent with models suggesting an early coastal and riverine spread of the initial settlers, followed by a prolonged period of niche establishment, cultural differentiation, and a later increase in demographic magnitude and complexity (22) (23) (24) .
Studies that produce or examine ancient DNA must take into account both the possibility of contamination by modern sources as well as postmortem damage to the molecule (25) . Several lines of reasoning suggest that such errors did not significantly impact our results. First, repeated analysis of subsets of our data yielded consistent results. When sequences were grouped on the basis of physical origin (Peru vs. North America), and the analysis rerun on each subset together with the contemporary sequences, results remained largely unchanged. If either dataset contained contaminated or inaccurately dated sequences, the two subanalyses would likely have produced divergent results. Additionally, all ancient sequences fell into previously established haplogroups and, with few exceptions, did not form isolated or divergent clades (Fig. 4) , as might be expected if sequences had been significantly damaged. Similarly, the bottleneck is still apparent even when all ancient data are removed. Second, we conducted an additional test using BEAST with a model specifically designed to detect age-dependent sequencing errors, which yielded negative results. Finally, a preliminary analysis with another set of ancient sequences from an independent source (26) also yielded results similar to those described here, further suggesting that our findings were not influenced by idiosyncratic features of the ancient DNA used.
Methods
Our dataset contained 137 contemporary full mitochondrial genomes representing all five major North American mtDNA haplogroups and 63 ancient sequences from the first hypervariable segment (HVS1) of the mitochondrial genome, obtained from two published sources, and supplemented with two previously unpublished sequences ( Table 1 ). The first set of ancient DNA comprises 32 sequences isolated from burial sites in southern Ontario and western Illinois, with estimated ages ranging from 800 to 2900 y before present (ybp). Sample isolation, preparation, and dating are described elsewhere (8) . The second set of ancient DNA consists of 29 HVS1 sequences obtained from the Palpa region in southern Peru, with dates spanning 800-2700 y before present. Sequences were isolated and dated as described in refs. 27 and 28. Dates were assigned using a combination of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 14 C radiocarbon dating and contextual information. Because the power to infer evolutionary rate increases with the difference in age among the samples, we also included two previously unpublished sequences from the Late Archaic period, ∼5000 ypb, from the site Pernil Alto, close to the modern city of Palpa, Peru. Sequences were obtained using methods similar to refs. 27 and 28. Additional information about collection site, dates, and molecular protocol enhancements are provided in SI Text.
To reconstruct the demographic history of our genetic samples we used the Bayesian MCMC machinery in BEAST (29) . BEAST estimates the posterior distribution of a wide range of model parameters, including genealogical structure, substitution model, and population size functions given a set of genetic sequences. After aligning all sequences using the online version of MaFFT (30) , sequences were divided into two partitions corresponding to the coding region (sites 600-16,000 of the Cambridge reference sequence) and the HVS1, sites 16,000-16,589. Partitions were analyzed using independent clock and substitution models but a shared genealogy. Separate TN93 (31) substitutional models were used for both partitions, with γ-distributed rate variation across four categories and base frequencies estimated from the data. To ameliorate the potential effects of time-dependent molecular rates, an uncorrelated relaxed clock model was used for both partitions, which allows evolutionary rate to vary across branches in the genealogy. Demographic history was reconstructed using the extended Bayesian skyline model of Heled and Drummond (32) , which models population size as a series of piecewise linear functions, with the number of change points estimated from the data.
Initial MCMC runs mixed poorly, prompting us to adopt a metropoliscoupled MCMC scheme as implemented in BEAST-MC3. Eight simultaneous chains were run, with swapping of chains every 100 steps and a δ-heating parameter of 0.003. Chains were run for 5 × 10 7 steps, with sampling of parameters every 5,000 steps. The initial 5 × 10 6 steps were discarded as burn-in. MCMC convergence was assessed by examination of parameter traces, effective sample sizes, and similarity of multiple repeated runs. The complete BEAST input file is available on request from the corresponding author. Visualization of the extended Bayesian skyline plot was constructed with in-house software, available on request from the corresponding author.
To help improve mixing characteristics we specified several informative priors. First, the total height of the genealogy was restricted to between 20,000 and 150,000 y. Although this restriction likely did not significantly impact the shape of the estimated posterior (whose mean was roughly 40,000), it facilitated mixing by preventing the chains from occasionally sampling extremely deep trees. Second, because all ancient sequences were from HVS1, relatively little calibration information was available for the coding region. We therefore specified as a prior on the mean evolutionary rate of the coding region a Γ-distribution with shape 2 and scale 8 × 10 −9
(mean 1.6 × 10 −8 ), values picked on the basis of previous examination of the coding region mutation rate (e.g., refs. 33 and 34). Finally, we increased the expected number of population change points from 0.69 (the default value) to 2.0, in accordance with our prior expectation that population size has changed multiple times during the period under consideration.
